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HUK Trustee Network: Notes of Nathan Baranowski 
presentation 22nd February 2022 
  
Nathan is Chief Wondermaker and CEO Wonderlab and trustee of Dorothy House. The presentation covered how 

charities can respond strategically to the digital world and thereby realise their digital vision. He referenced his 

ebook covering this topic, link https://digitalwonderlab.com-maturity-download-our-new-ebook .  

 

Nathan spoke about ‘Realising Your Digital Ambition’ The slides are comprehensive and the following short 

notes are intended to complement these.  

 

 What is Digital? Defined as ‘Applying the culture, processes, business models and technologies of the 

internet era to people’s raised expectations’. The context in our case being our key stakeholders including 

our patients, our donors, our customers and our community 

 We are in the ‘4th Industrial Revolution’ which we should think of as normal rather than ’new normal’ 

and in fact the solutions we see now have been with us for some time although they may be expressed 

using a different language 

 Every problem we face has a digital solution though we might not know it or how too apply it 

 The challenges to realising our digital ambition are that we don’t like change, that we are overwhelmed by 

the pace of change (though no more rapid than previous change), the cost of change and that while we are 

expected to drive innovation we aren’t necessarily experts and we don’t know what we don’t know 

 While aspects of technology are less, visible for example the way AI determines a lot of what new do, 

technology in our lives increasingly transcends what we do and how we live and in some cases enabling 

us to do things we couldn’t do before, Glucose Monitoring being a health example, other examples in the 

slides 

 Digital as an enabler, in the health context not replacing but complementing experts  

 The concept and attributes of ‘Digital Maturity’- the mindset, being digitally curious, searching new 

opportunities, test and learn whereby digital transformation is something that is done with us rather than 

to us, referring to opportunities in health where expert resources are made more/more easily available on 

line 

 Digital Maturity is less about the IT Team and more about a way of working where technology empowers 

us to do things differently, better, more effectively, more efficiently 

 Digital Maturity is about being user-led, improving and extending our reach and scale 

 

Discussion included the following: 

 

 Top tips in the digital transformation journey - don’t assume, always ask, focus on outcomes, break down 

into manageable bites, test and learn 

 Fundraising applications - the ‘Digital Collection Tin’ : swipe, link to GA/HMRC, consent to collect 

donor details and follow up relationship 

 Importance of positioning Digital on the Board Agenda 

 Scarcity of Hospice resources to apply to Digital - opportunities to collaborate, use HUK as a resource to 

focus on common themes, relevant work done or being done by our partners in the H&SC system 

 Importance of ethical considerations as we get into new ways of working and new applications of data - 

Board topic 

 

We were challenged to ‘Dare to Dream’. 

https://digitalwonderlab.com-maturity-download-our-new-ebook/


  

 

Kate thanked Nathan for an interesting stimulating presentation, clearly a lot for trustee boards to think about. 


